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ABSTRACT
This paper first analyses the impact of
variance on schema transmission. Working from an exact derivation of the expected variance in schema transmission,
it derives and analyses the signal-to-noise
ratio for schemata. The paper then
presents short term schema transmission
probability results that focus on newly
created schemata in the population. The
analysis reveals the relative dependencies between schema transmission, population size, schema measured fitness,
schema fragility and schema creation.

1 Introduction
While Holland’s Schema Theorem (see [Holland, 1992] and
[Goldberg, 1989]) in its original presentation and interpretation presents many technical difficulties, the GA and GP communities have gained a great deal of analytic knowledge by
challenging it and coming to understand both its inadequacies and its content (see for example [Grefenstette, 1993] and
[Altenberg, 1995]). As recently as December of 1997 schema
understanding, in the context of crossover analysis and the
building block hypothesis, was a topic of discussion on the genetic programming list [GP-List, 1997]. It seems that (rightfully) each researcher has a unique perspective on the usefulness of schema analysis, the validity of the building block
hypothesis and the relationship between the two.
It is our position that schema analysis is useful for explaining what happens to subsolutions of different fitness and
structure in the course of one generation. While a schema
theorem makes a prediction (as an expectation) one generation time step in advance and only focuses on one schema at
a time, schema processing accounts yield valuable insights.

Schema analysis can also be combined with experimentation
to yield a substantiated and further improved account of GP
[Poli and Langdon, 1997a].
Schema analysis does not lead to one “correct” GP schema
theorem. Different GP schema definitions and formulations of schema theorems should not be seen as competitive but should be intellectually organised so as to distinguish the significant properties and issues of focus that each
author tried to address [Poli and Langdon, 1998]. To date,
GP schema research has offered different schema definitions
[Koza, 1992, O’Reilly and Oppacher, 1995, Whigham, 1995,
Poli and Langdon, 1997b, Rosca, 1997] and different Schema
Theorems. Depending on whether the definition allows
only one or more than one schema instance to appear in a
program, the resulting schema theorem expresses a lower
bound on either the expected number of programs sampling a schema or the expected number of instances of the
schema in the population from one generation to the next
[Poli and Langdon, 1998].
In this paper our results concerning schemata fall into two
areas and are independent of a particular schema definition.
The areas are: 1) results which derive the variance in the expected number of individuals sampling a schema and which
examine the signal-to-noise ratio of a schema, and 2) probability results on the short term likelihood of schema instances
being transmitted or becoming extinct.
In the first area, our focus is on analysing the second moment of a schema sample distribution as well as on the first
moment. We start by formulating a Schema Variance Theorem expressing an estimate of the variance in the number of
individuals sampling a schema that are propagated from one
generation to the next. We extend this formulation, in contrast to other schema theorems, to account, not only for the
propagation of a schema through the propagation of the individuals that sample it in the current population, but also for
the additional schema samples that appear in the next generation because of spontaneous creation due to crossover. The
derivation of the variance permits us to formulate the signal-

to-noise ratio of a schema’s generation-based propagation and
spontaneous creation in terms of a Schema Signal-to-Noise
Ratio Theorem. We analyse it relative to population size as
transmission probability is varied or decomposed.
The analysis of the short term schema transmission probability constitutes the second area of results. Our analysis
focuses on the schemata which are sampled only once in the
population. The rationale for this is as follows. The important
schemata for the success of a run are those of above average
fitness. New schemata come into existence when crossover
produces a new individual. Often these are sampled by only
one individual (for example towards the end of a run, when
finding new above average individuals becomes very rare).
Thus, it is important to analyse the extinction likelihood of
a schema with only one sample. We derive the likelihood of
schema extinction in one or two generations. The analysis
suggests a reconsideration of fitness scaling techniques and
the value of a steady state selection algorithm.
We now proceed in the following manner. In Section 2
we present the results related to variance analysis and signalto-noise ratio. Section 3 states our derivations in standard
schema theorem terms. In Section 4 we present the schema
extinction likelihood results. In Section 5 we summarise our
results and briefly comment on future work.

2 Variance and Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Analysis
In this section derivations have the following sequence:
(1) An individual is considered. Under selection, the expected number of copies of and the variance in the number of copies of in the next generation is derived. (2) The
individuals that sample the schema
are considered. Under selection the average number of individuals matching
and the variance in the number of individuals matching
in the next generation is derived. (3) Crossover is integrated
into the expected value and variance derivations by including the probability that individuals sampling
still sample
after crossover. (4) An exact expression of the expected
number of individuals matching is derived by considering
the probability that new samples of are created. The total
schema transmission probability is defined and the variance
in the number of individuals matching is derived. (5) The
signal-to-noise ratio of the number of individuals sampling a
schema is derived in terms of the total transmission probability.
















2.1 Propagation of Individuals under

Selection
Following the notation used in our previous work
[Poli and Langdon, 1997b,
Poli and Langdon, 1997a,
Poli and Langdon, 1998], let us denote with
the
actual number of copies of individual in the mating pool

  



produced after selection at generation . If fitness proportionate selection is used then
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2.2 Propagation of Schemata under Se-

lection



Now let us concentrate on a subset of individuals at generation
: those matching a schema . The number of individuals
sampling in the mating pool is
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 in
the population matching the schema  at generation . As a
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Each application of selection can be seen as a Bernoulli
trial where each individual inserted in the mating pool either
samples
or it does not. So,
is a binomial
stochastic variable with
, whereby
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2.3 Survival
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Crossover
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Crossover will cause some of the individuals matching
in
the mating pool to produce offspring not sampling . If we
call
the probability that individuals in will survive
crossover (in the sense that their offspring will still sample )
and we assume that the only possible outcomes of a crossover
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operation are schema disruption or schema survival, we can
compute the expected number of individuals in in the next
generation
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  depends not only on the char-

acteristics of the particular schema considered but also on the
contents of the rest of the population (hence the dependence
on ). In the following, schemata with relatively large survival
probability will be qualified as robust, while schemata with
small survival probability will be called fragile. Although we
will consider only the effects of crossover in the rest of the
paper, it is worth noting that most of the results presented
below remain valid if we consider
to represent the
probability that individuals in will survive mutation or any
combination of mutation and crossover.
An alternative way of looking at the selection/crossover
process is to consider it a Bernoulli trial (as, again, each time
an individual is produced, either the individual samples or
it does not). So, we can compute the variance of the stochastic
variable
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which is 0.5% of the population size. The total schema transmission probability corresponds to the expected proportion of population sampling
at generation
. Thus, Equation 3 can be seen as a reformulation of the “gain and losses” equation in [Whitley, 1992].
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2.5 Signal-to-Noise Ratio
We define signal-to-noise ratio as the division of the mean of a
distribution by its standard deviation: . . It expresses a second order property of the distribution as one value. The distribution of relevance to schema processing is the samples of
a schema in the next generation. When the signal-to-noise ratio is infinite, one expects that the propagation of the analysed
schema will occur exactly as predicted. When the signal-tonoise ratio is less than one, one expects that the actual number
of instances of a schema in the next generation is essentially
random with respect to its current status.
From Equations 3 and 4 we can define the signal-to-noise
ratio for schema as
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2.4 Schema Creation
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Figure 1: Normalised signal-to-noise ratio vs. total schema
transmission probability.
However, Equations 1, 2 and 6 should be viewed as approximations because they do not account for a crossover
from parents
event that generates an offspring sampling
which did not sample . In contrast to the established style
of schema theorems, they are left as approximations rather
than being derived into upper/lower bounds. On the contrary,
Equations 3, 4 and 5 are entirely general. In the following we
derive more general theorems formulating upper and lower
bounds for schema mean, variance and signal-to-noise ratio
by considering the best and worse case scenarios for the values of
.
Let
be the minimum of
. This is
normally known in each schema theory thanks to probabilistic calculations on the likelihood of schema disruption
(see for example [Poli and Langdon, 1998]). For instance,
for a simple GA with one-point crossover, with probability
, and no mutation applied to binary strings of length ,
where
is the
defining length of the schema .
Thus a lower bound for is
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For the variance we obtain:
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crossover.
Finally for the signal-to-noise ratio we obtain:
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Equations 7, 8 and 9 are general schema mean, schema
variance and schema signal-to-noise ratio theorems which include also the effects of schema creation.
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The bottommost plot shows a paradoxical effect which occurs with fragile schemata: the signal-to-noise ratio may get
worse as the schema spreads in the population.
This effect is clearly shown in Figure 3 (at the end of the
paper) which contains plots of
as a function of
for different values of
and
(these
represent cross sections of the surfaces in Figure 2).
These plots show another interesting phenomenon: when
the schema selection probability is near zero (for example because the schema has only one instance in the population or
because it is severely below average fitness), the signal-tonoise ratio depends very little on the robustness of the schema
(all the plots have a common starting point for
). However, if also
is very small then, as soon
as
starts growing, robust schemata will have significantly better S/N ratios than fragile ones.
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4.1 Schema Extinction in One Genera-

tion
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So, the probability of any schema becoming extinct at the next
generation is
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For any reasonable population size, only a relatively tiny proportion of all possible schemata are present in the initial population. This implies that, until the population converges,
crossover continues to introduce new schemata into the population. Often, a schema that is better than ones of the previous generation is identified when it appears in a single, novel
individual of above average fitness. Thus, it is important to
investigate the effects of noise on the ability of a newly created schema to survive and spread. A way of assessing this is
to compute the probability of extinction for a new schema at
the next generation.
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4 Schema Extinction Likelihoods
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Figure 2: Normalised signal-to-noise ratio for different
schema survival probabilities.
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The term “extinction” is used here to indicate the situation in which a
schema sampled by at least one individual in one generation is sampled by
zero individuals at some point in future generations. This is different from
a more biological interpretation of the term which would mean that all the
instances of a schema are not propagated due to the disruptive effects of
crossover. In fact, with our terminology a schema becomes extinct if all the
existing instances of a schema are disrupted and no new instance is created
by crossover between parents not sampling the schema.

we can write

Let us now consider the worst case scenario, i.e.
when schema creation is absent in the current generation
(
). In this case
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Figure 4: Extinction probability in one generation for newly
created schemata as a function of the population size , for
different schema transmission probabilities .
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4.2 Schema Extinction in Two Genera-
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The probability of any schema being sampled by exactly one
individual in the next generation is

the final approximation being valid for any reasonable value
of . Newly created average fitness schemata have a probability of extinction (in one generation) of at least 37% ( )
for any reasonable population size unless schema creation
helps. If a schema is fragile this probability can actually become much bigger, thus emphasising even more the rescuing role of schema creation. Obviously better than average
schemata will tend to suffer less from this effect. However,
as emphasised in Figure 4, unless they are significantly better
than average (e.g.
), they still have a remarkably
high extinction probability.
The picture obtained from these observations is relatively
gloomy. However, reality is even worse. Newly created
schemata can become extinct in other ways: a) it is possible for a new schema to survive for one generation without
getting additional individuals sampling it and then becomes
extinct after a further generation, b) it is also possible that a
new schema is sampled by two individuals in the next generation, but becomes extinct after a further generation, and
so on. Obviously the more individuals a schema contains the
smaller the probability of extinction. Therefore, we can obtain a good underestimate of the real extinction probability in
two generations by considering case a) only.
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From this equation it is easy to infer that, in the absence of
schema creation, newly created average fitness schemata have
a probability of being sampled by only one individual also in
the next generation (thus barely surviving) of approximately
(which is at most 37%) for any reasonable
population size.
The probability of extinction in two generations for any
schema is:
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So, even very robust average fitness schemata will have at
least a 50% probability of extinction in two generations. This
suggests that in order for slightly above average schemata
to survive for long enough to spread reliably in the population, creation must guarantee a reasonable supply of schemata
for more than one generation. These results corroborate recent theoretical results on the importance of schema creation [Stephens and Waelbroeck, 1997].

4.3 Role of Fitness Scaling, Elitism and

Steady-State GAs
The last equation highlights an interesting role of fitness scaling techniques. If we adopt a technique that amplifies the differences in fitness of the individuals in the population without altering
, then newly created above average fitness
schemata will have a higher probability of survival. This
observation is actually independent of the selection method
used. The higher the selective pressure imposed, the better
the chances of survival of new good schemata.
It is also interesting to consider the effect of elitism (where
the best individual in each generation is always copied unchanged in the next). If a new best of generation individual
is discovered, the newly created schemata it contains will be
shielded from sampling noise and schema disruption until a
better individual is discovered, thus allowing an easier propagation of highly fit schemata.
Extending this idea, it is also arguable that some types of
steady state GAs can do much better than generational GAs
in terms of chances of survival of newly created schemata.
For example, if one uses a steady state GA where the worst
individual in the population is replaced after each crossover
operation, newly created above average schemata will survive for at least as long as they remain above average, i.e., as
observed in [Syswerda, 1991], this form of steady state GA
grants elitism status to all good members of the population.

   

5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have obtained, for the first time, a schema
variance theorem which expresses the variance in the number
of individuals sampling a schema at the next generation in
terms of the information available on such a schema and the
current population. Using this and a reformulation of the standard schema theorem, we obtained a schema signal-to-noise
ratio theorem, which expresses how confident one can be of
the schema theorem predictions of the expected growth or decay in the number of individuals sampling a schema. When
the signal-to-noise ratio is less than one the actual number
of instances of a schema in the next generation is essentially
random. When the signal-to-noise ratio is infinite the propagation of schemata occurs exactly as predicted.
For each theorem we provide three versions: the first ones
are approximation based on the assumption (used in past
schema theorems) that no schema creation occurs (Equations 1, 2 and 6), the second ones are exact formulations
which include schema creation effects (Equations 3, 4 and 5),
the final ones give upper and lower bounds obtained using the
minimum and maximum schema survival probabilities (Equations 7, 8 and 9).
The analysis of the second and third versions of the schema
signal-to-noise ratio theorem has revealed two interesting
phenomena. Firstly, the signal-to-noise ratio of very fragile schemata may get worse as they spread in the population.
Secondly, when the schema selection probability is near zero
(e.g. for newly created schemata with only one instance in the
population) the signal-to-noise ratio depends very little on the
robustness of the schema.
We have also studied the short-term extinction probability
of schemata in general, with particular attention paid to newly
created ones. This analysis is general and includes schema
creation. In the special case where no creation is present, for
any reasonable population size, a newly created schema of
average fitness which is only sampled once has an extinction
probability of at least 37% in one generation. This drastic
extinction probability is decreased if a schema is better than
average in fitness, but it becomes small only if the schema is
several times better than average. The extension of the analysis to two generations shows that the extinction probability,
in fact, increases. Even a very robust average fitness schema
has at least a 50% probability of becoming extinct in the next
two generations.
These and the previous results show the importance of considering schema creation in the analysis of schema propagation, as also indicated by other researchers in the field.
These findings also suggest a reconsideration of fitness
scaling techniques, elitism and steady-state GAs as such techniques improve the chances of survival of new fit schemata.
Future work, theoretical and experimental, will need to be
devoted to understanding the effects of these techniques on
schema processing.
More theoretical work is necessary to specialise the theory
presented to different GP and GA schema theories, to deepen

our analysis, and to estimate the schema creation probability.
Experiments will also be necessary to corroborate our results
and to provide measures of schema creation and schema survival probabilities.
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Figure 3: Normalised signal-to-noise ratio for different schema survival and schema creation probabilities.

